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Najlas Sarto, art instructor, is very attracted to his young and naive student, June Barton, who only has eyes for her fellow student Jimmy Fuller. Unknowingly, June leads Sarto on. Financial reverses at home forces June to seek work, and accept Sarto's offer to pose for him in the nude at his country home. June lies to Jimmy and tells him she is going home to North Carolina.

At Sarto's estate, the work progresses, Sarto's feeling for June becomes almost uncontrollable, and Sarto's mentally unbalanced housekeeper, Elia, smoulders with jealousy. Elia is also Sarto's mistress, and the attention he lavishes on June causes Elia to attempt to strangle June, merely as a warning.

Meanwhile, back in New York, Jimmy discovers June is not in North Carolina, but actually is at Sarto's estate, and in danger. He rushes off to help her.

On the final night of June's stay with Sarto, he finds his feelings for her too much to resist, and, bursting into her room, he attempts to force himself upon her. During the struggle, Elia, now completely unbalanced stalks in and strangles not June, but Sarto. The deranged Elia accuses June of killing Sarto, and chases June through the darkened house. Jimmy arrives at the last moment, too late to save Sarto, but just in time to save June from a mad Elia.

Running time 75 Min.
"NUDE IN Charcoal"

AUDIENCES WILL TALK ABOUT:

** New York at night—Greenwich Village scenes
** "MIKE"—and her wild, exotic dance of love
** The lovely nudes—artist models
** The deep moving emotions of tender young love
** The violent surprise ending!

YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM:

** An adult production with the "European Art Film" look
** Original "new wave" jazz score
** High budget production values—authentic locations
** A proven promotion package

SUGGESTED CATCH LINES:

1. She was his student, but he was the master.
2. Artist's conflict: mistress or model.
3. Artists and models...nudity an everyday affair.
4. The rewards of love gone wild!
5. The breeding ground of frustrated desires.
6. Posed in innocence...trapped in desire.
7. Raw passions painted from the palette of life.
ADULTS ONLY
RAW PASSIONS FROM THE PALETTE OF LIFE.
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SHOCKER!
RAW PASSIONS FROM THE PALETTE OF LIFE.
"NUDE in Charcoal"
ARTISTS AND MODELS GONE WILD!
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SHOCKER!
* A STORY PAINTED IN PASSION!
"NUDE IN Charcoal"
Posed in innocence . . . Trapped by desire!
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1 SHEET • AD MATS • 8 x 10 STILLS
TRAILER, are available through:
DONALD L. VELDE ENTERPRISES
1475 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. RYant 9-8894
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